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We present an aq
ks polarization-parameter model to describe product angular momentum
polarization from the one-photon photodissociation of polyatomic molecules in the molecular frame.
We make the approximation that the final photofragment recoil direction is unique and described by
the molecular frame polar coordinates  ,i, for which the axial recoil approximation is a special
case e.g., =0. This approximation allows the separation of geometrical and dynamical factors, in
particular, the expression of the experimental sensitivities to each of the aq
ks in terms of the
molecular frame polar angles i ,i of the transition dipole moment i. This separation is applied
to the linearly polarized photodissociation of polyatomic molecules asymmetric, symmetric, and
spherical top molecules are discussed and to all dissociation mechanisms that satisfy our recoil
approximation, including those with nonaxial recoil and multiple state interference, giving
important insight into the geometrical properties of the photodissociation mechanism. For example,
we demonstrate that the ratio of polarization parameters A0kaniso /A0kiso= where  is the spatial
anisotropy parameter is an indication that the dynamics can be explained by a single dissociative
state. We also show that for asymmetric top photodissociation, the sensitivity to the a1ks
parameters, which can arise either from single-surface or multiple-surface interference mechanisms,
is nonzero only for components of the transition dipole moments within the v-d plane of the recoil
frame. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3429744
I. INTRODUCTION
For several decades, information about the photodisso-
ciation process in the molecule frame has been obtained from
the measurement of laboratory-frame vector properties.1–4
The most well-known example has been the measurement of
the angular distribution of photofragments from isotropic
parent molecules, with respect to the photolysis laser
polarization,5
I = 1 + P2cos  , 1
where  is the angle between the recoil direction v and the
direction E of the polarization of the photodissociating light,
and P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial note that
this equation is valid only for one-photon photodissociation
in the dipole approximation. In the case where photodisso-
ciation occurs promptly via a single dissociative state, then
the parameter , in Eq. 1, is given by the particularly
simple expression5–7
 = 2P2cos  , 2
where  is the angle between the recoil direction v and the
transition dipole moment  of the dissociating state. It is
worth noting that this expression is correct even if the disso-
ciation is not axial so that the original bond direction and the
final recoil direction are not parallel; therefore, the angle
between the original bond direction and  can only be in-
ferred. The one-to-one correspondence between  and 
shown by Eq. 2 no longer holds if there are more than one
dissociative state of different symmetries, or if the lifetime of
a predissociative state is comparable or longer than the rota-
tional period of the parent molecule. Therefore, Eq. 2 can
be used to determine  directly without other information
only for cases when it is known that photodissociation occurs
via only one dissociative state. The case of at least two dis-
sociative states, for which there are at least two angles 1 and
2 for prompt dissociation, and in the high-J limit, can be
unraveled by studying the angular distribution of oriented
parent molecules.8,9
Photofragment angular momentum distributions possess
significant dynamical information which can be measured to
elucidate the details of the photodissociation dynamics.10 In
1994, Siebbeles et al.11 presented a quantum treatment of the
laboratory-frame angular momentum distribution of photo-
fragments in the axial recoil limit, which treated the coherent
excitation of dissociative states of well-defined helicity. This
treatment was very well suited for the description of the an-
gular momentum distribution of photofragments from the
prompt photodissociation of diatomic molecules. A few years
later, Rakitzis and Zare12 developed a phenomenological mo-
lecular frame description of the photofragment angular mo-aElectronic mail: ptr@iesl.forth.gr.
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mentum distributions equivalent to the description of
Siebbeles et al., which also gave explicit expressions for ex-
perimental detection of the polarization parameters aq
kp the
label p refers to the symmetry of the transitions excited:
parallel   , perpendicular  , or mixed  ,.12–14
Molecule-frame photofragment polarization formalisms have
now been applied to several cases with considerable success,
in particular, to the study of the prompt photodissociation of
the diatomic molecules Cl2,15–20 ICl,21–23 HCl,24,25 HBr,26
BrCl,27,28 O2,29,30 and RbI.31–33 It was shown that the photo-
fragment angular momentum distributions could indeed be
decomposed into incoherent contributions for parallel and
perpendicular transitions described by the parameters a0k  ,
and a0k  and a2k , respectively, and also the coherent
contributions from interference between the parallel and the
perpendicular transitions described by the a1k , param-
eters. Some key outcomes of these studies included the fol-
lowing.
a The observation of Cl-photofragment orientation from
the photodissociation of ICl with linearly polarized
light, described by the Ima1
1 , parameter.22,23 The
value of this parameter was observed to oscillate sinu-
soidally as a function of the photolysis wavelength, af-
fording a direct measurement of the phase shift be-
tween the asympototic wavefunctions associated with
dissociative parallel and perpendicular transitions. The
analysis of this wavelength-dependent polarization os-
cillation allowed the determination of the shapes of the
potential energy surfaces of the two relevant dissocia-
tive states to better than 30 cm−1 Å.34 Similarly,
Korovin et al.33 measured the phase shift between a
parallel and perpendicular transition for RbI using cir-
cularly polarized light.
b The observation of nonadiabatic transfer at long range,
in the cases of Cl2,15–17,20,35 ICl,21,34 BrCl,18,27,28 and
O2,29,30 as inferred from the values of incoherent pa-
rameters, a0
k  , a0
k , and a2k . Evidence for such
nonadiabatic transfer can only be observed from the
photofragment angular momentum distributions.
c The measurement of all the alignment parameters for
the Cl and Br photofragments from the photodissocia-
tion, at 193 nm, of HCl and HBr,24–26,36,37 respectively,
and the excellent agreement with scattering calcula-
tions from potential energy surfaces calculated
ab initio.38,39
d The production of highly polarized atoms at high den-
sity from molecular photodissociation, which can be
used for the study of polarization effects in collision
experiments. Nearly maximally polarized O1D atoms
were produced from the photodissociation of O2 with
nearly 100% of the population in the m=0 state,40 and
highly spin-polarized H atoms were produced from the
photodissociation of HCl and HBr.24–26,36,37 In addi-
tion, atoms with significant polarization were produced
in most cases where molecules were photodissociated
to produce atomic photofragments see Refs. 15–40.
The considerable success of the treatment of photofrag-
ment angular momentum distribution in the case of diatomic
molecules, in particular, the excellent agreement between
theory and experiment, gives the justified impression that the
photodissociation of diatomic molecules is largely under-
stood, even at this extremely detailed level.10 The Siebbeles
and aq
kp polarization molecule-frame parameter formalisms
span the complete space of experimental signals for the one-
photon photodissociation of any molecule yielding two frag-
ments so that all possible experimental polarization signals
can be fit with the complete set of aq
kp polarization param-
eters. However, the interpretations of the aq
kp polarization
parameters, which are so appealing in the case of diatomic-
molecule photodissociation, are not as well defined in the
case of the photodissociation of polyatomic molecules.
Photofragment alignment has been studied for a number
of triatomic and polyatomic molecules, in particular, the cor-
relation between the product velocity and angular momen-
tum vectors v-J correlation.2,3,41,42 Recent work focused on
measurement of molecule-frame polarization parameters in
the photodissociation of several polyatomic molecules,
such as ICN,43–48 NO2,49–53 OCS,54–60 N2O,61–65 O3,66–73
H2O2,74,75 and SO2.76 For example, the polarization of the
S1D atoms from the photodissociation of OCS has been
measured by a number of groups, and large values for the
a1
k , parameters such as the Ima1
1 ,, Rea1
2 ,,
and Rea1
4 , have been observed.56–59 In the case of
diatomic photodissociation, the values of these parameters
would be interpreted to indicate the presence of interference
between at least one parallel and one perpendicular transition
and the phase shift between two such interfering states
could be determined. These q=1 parameters arise from a
transition dipole moment that is at an intermediate angle to
the final recoil direction different from 0° or 90°. In the
case of the prompt photodissociation of a diatomic molecule,
such an angle  can be obtained only by the coherent exci-
tation of a pure parallel and perpendicular transition; that is
why, for the photodissociation of diatomic molecules, the
observation of the q=1 parameters constitutes a definitive
signature of the interference of dissociative states of different
symmetries. In contrast, the excited state of a polyatomic
molecule that does not possess cylindrical symmetry can, in
general, possess a transition dipole moment that is at an
angle  to the final photofragment recoil direction.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a model, based on
an aq
ks polarization-parameter formalism extending the
aq
kp formalism to fit generally the angular momentum dis-
tributions of photofragments from the prompt photodissocia-
tion of isotropic polyatomic molecules via excitation to one
or two electronics states, within the limits of the unique-
recoil destination URD approximation. Predissociation is
not dealt with here, but the aq
ks formalism could be ex-
tended to treat predissociation as well; Vasyutinskii and
co-workers77–81 examined the effect of parent molecule rota-
tion and predissociation on the photofragment polarization,
and showed that the polarization parameters are reduced. The
label s refers to the excited electronic states that produced
the photofragment polarization being described by the aq
ks
parameter; for example, for photodissociation via states A
and B, aq
kA and aq
kB describe photofragment polarization
from dissociation via states A and B, respectively, whereas
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aq
kA ,B describes photofragment polarization that arises
from the coherent excitation of states A and B.
The main approximation we make is the URD approxi-
mation, which is an extension of the axial recoil approxima-
tion, and allows separation between the purely geometrical
aspects of the photodissociation described by the angles be-
tween the final recoil direction v and transition dipole mo-
ments i, given by the molecular frame coordinates i ,i
and the dynamical aspects described by the aq
ks. In par-
ticular, we show how the sensitivity to each of the aq
ks
parameters depends on the i ,i, while also giving some
physical interpretation to the aq
ks based on their symmetry
properties. We consider dissociation via a single dissociative
state and also consider the interference from multiple disso-
ciative states. Comparing these two cases, we discuss when a
single dissociative surface suffices to explain experimental
signals, or when multiple dissociative surfaces are necessary.
Our model of the photofragment angular momentum distri-
butions is functionally equivalent to the complete basis bi-
polar moment expansion of Dixon; Vasyutinskii and
co-workers77,79 also presented general laboratory-frame ex-
pansions.
The equations describing the photofragment angular mo-
mentum distributions in the molecule frame for single and
multiple dissociative states are presented and discussed in
Secs. II A and II B, respectively, whereas general expres-
sions are given in Sec. II C. In Sec. II D, transformation
equations are given which allow the description of the full
three-dimensional angular momentum distributions in the
laboratory frame. In Sec. II E we derive and tabulate useful
expressions for the detection sensitivity factors sk of the po-
larization parameters for 2+1 resonance enhanced multipho-
ton ionization REMPI, and the physical limits of the polar-
ization parameters as a function of the quantum number J. In
Appendixes A and B, we present the physical limits of the a0k
polarization parameters for the case of J=3, and we show
how the laboratory angular momentum distribution can be
calculated from the molecular frame equations, for particular
widely used experimental measurement schemes such as
slice imaging with the Doppler detection.
II. THEORY
A. Single surface dissociation
We consider the photodissociation of a polyatomic mol-
ecule M-N, with a principal symmetry axis d the case of
spherical top molecules is discussed later, which yields pho-
tofragments M and N, which can each be either atomic or
polyatomic photofragments. We will consider the angular
momentum of the M photofragments, which have angular
momentum J. The probability of absorbing the photodisso-
ciating photon is proportional to i ·E2, where i is the
transition dipole moment for excitation from the initial elec-
tronic state to the dissociative state i, and E is the polariza-
tion direction of the linearly polarized photolysis light. After
photodissociation, the photofragment M has recoil velocity
v, which we take to be parallel to the recoil-frame z-axis
irrespective of whether the recoil was axial or not. The
y-axis is defined by vd and the x-axis is in the v-d plane
see Fig. 1.
We make the following main approximation, which we
call the URD approximation: In the molecular frame, for all
parent molecules the transition dipole moments i are well
defined by the polar coordinates i ,i with respect to the
recoil velocity v and the molecular principal axis d. This
approximation implies a one-to-one correspondence between
the fixed molecular geometry defined by d and i and v so
that all the parent molecules are identical in the molecular
frame and differ only with respect to each other by their
orientation in the laboratory frame i.e., the angles between v
and the i with respect to photodissociation and probe laser
polarization directions. Therefore, the photofragment angu-
lar distribution can be described by the product of the ab-
sorption probability with the photofragment detection prob-
ability, integrated over all molecular geometries that
contribute to a particular product velocity v. We justify the
use of this model, beyond the intuitive picture it presents and
the previous success of the similar approach by Rakitzis and
Zare for diatomic molecules, by the fact that the full-
quantum treatment for the rotational depolarization factors of
the photofragment angular momentum distributions77 can be
derived exactly using the treatment presented here. There-
fore, we believe that this work represents an interesting lim-
iting case with which future, more exact treatments can be
compared.
Figure 1 shows a molecular plane of the molecule, which
contains d and i; however, note that the recoil frame is
defined instead by the v-d plane. The v-d and the i-d
planes may not be parallel for various reasons, including a
the photofragment M recoils nonaxially out of the i-d plane
and b the M-N bond originally points out of the i-d plane,
and thus v remains out of this plane, even for axial recoil
dissociation. We are considering the case where the vectors
v, d, and i are well described in the recoil frame by the
polar angles i ,i. It should be noted that the point of the
treatment here is to calculate the consequences that arise
from this geometrical relationship.
The angular momentum distribution of an ensemble of
angular momenta J originating from photodissociation via
the state i can be described by the complete set of polariza-
tion parameters, aq
ki. The photofragments M are detected
with in a manner sensitive to both the aq
ki and the velocity
FIG. 1. Polar coordinates of the dynamical vectors v, i, and d for the
photodissociation of an asymmetric top molecule, showing that the recoil
frame defined by v and d is not necessarily parallel to the initial molecular
frame defined by i and d.
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of the photofragments, such as REMPI or laser-induced
fluorescence LIF. The polarization dependent detection
probability Iaq
ki can be expressed by the expansion
Iaq
ki = 1 + 
k=1
2J
sk 
q=−k
k
aq
kiCq
kp,dP , 3
where the Cq
k , are reduced spherical harmonics,13 p is
the angle between v and the probe laser polarization direc-
tion P, dP is the azimuthal angle between d and P about v
see Fig. 2, and the sk are the detection sensitivity factors of
the aq
ki expressions for the sk are given below for 2+1
REMPI. This molecular frame detection probability is com-
pletely general and is independent of the photodissociation
mechanism. The aim of this paper is to derive the geometri-
cal constraints imposed on the detection sensitivity of each
of the aq
ki parameters by the asymptotic geometrical rela-
tionship between the dynamical vectors d, i, and v.
The total detection probability Iaq
ki, for the URD ap-
proximation, is given by the product of absorption and de-
tection probabilities, i ·E2 and Daq
ki, integrated over all
possible molecular geometries which yield photofragments
M parallel to v,
Iaq
ki =
1
20
2
3i · E2Daq
kid	 , 4
where 	 is the azimuthal angle of d about v. The factor of 3
has been included for the normalization of subsequent equa-
tions. Expressing i ·E2 in terms of the Legendre polyno-
mials, Eq. 4 can be written as
Iaq
ki =
1
20
2
1 + 2P2cos 
iE
	1 + 
k=1
2J
sk 
q=−k
k
aq
kCq
kpeiqdP
d	 . 5
The projection cos 
iE can be expressed in terms of the
molecular frame angles by
cos 
iE = cos i cos  + sin i sin  cosi + 	 . 6
The summation over the aq
k parameters can be written to be
purely real using the expression
aq
kCq
keiq + a
−q
k C
−q
k e−iq
= 2Cq
kReaq
kcos q + Imaq
ksin q . 7
Finally, applying the spherical harmonic addition theorem,
inserting Eqs. 6 and 7, and using dP=	−PE, Eq. 5 can
be written as
Iaq
ki =
1
20
2
1 + 2C0
2iC0
2 + 4C1
2iC1
2
cosi + 	 + 4C2
2iC2
2cos 2i + 	
	1 + 
k=1
2J
sk 
q=−k
k
2 − q0Cq
kpReaq
ki
cos q	 − PE + Imaq
kisin q	 − PE
d	 .
8
Evaluating Eq. 8, we obtain the general recoil-frame detec-
tion probability
Iaq
ki = 1 + 2C0
2iC0
2	1 + 
k=1
2J
ska0
kiC0
kp

+ 4
k=1
2J
sk Rea1
kiC1
2iC1
2C1
kpcosi + PE
− 4
k=1
2J
sk Ima1
kiC1
2iC1
2C1
kpsini + PE
+ 4
k=1
2J
sk Rea2
kiC2
2iC2
2C2
kpcos 2i +PE
− 4
k=1
2J
sk Ima2
kiC2
2iC2
2C2
kpsin 2i +PE ,
9a
FIG. 3. The azimuthal angles of i and d about v: For a nonchiral, asym-
metric top molecule, there are two, equally likely, molecular geometries that
share v and d, but not i, as they have opposite signs for the azimuthal
angle between i and d +i and −i.
FIG. 2. Polar coordinates of the dynamical vectors v, A, B, and d, the
photolysis E, and probe P polarization directions in the molecular frame,
for the photodissociation of asymmetric top molecules. Vectors are given in
terms of polar angles  ,, where  is the polar angle with v and  is the
azimuthal angle with respect to the plane defined by E and v.
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which can be expressed compactly to show the symmetry of
the expression as
Iaq
ki = 	1 + 2C02iC02 + 
k=1
2J
ska0
kiC0
kp

+ 2
k=1
2J
sk 
q=−2
2
aq
kiCq
2iCq
2C
−q
k peiqi+PE.
9b
Equation 9 is a general expression describing the photo-
fragment polarization from photodissociation via a single ex-
cited state i; it contains all the terms for the description of the
photodissociation of chiral molecules, i.e., some of the terms
do not have inversion symmetry82 unlike the distributions of
nonchiral molecules.3 For convenience, Eq. 9a is expressed
in a longer form, necessary for all the terms to be explicitly
real.
We next consider the photodissociation of an ensemble
of nonchiral molecules or of a racemic mixture of chiral
molecules. Figure 3 shows the recoil frame defined by v and
the v-d plane as our choice for the description of the pho-
tofragment polarization: For nonchiral molecules, there are
two distinct geometries of molecules which share v and d,
but not i i.e., those with +i and −i, which are equally
likely. Therefore, the detection probability must be invariant
under the transformation i→−i so that sin qi=0. In
addition, the photofragment angular momentum distribution
should have reflection symmetry through the v-d plane; as
the probe polarization direction is a pseudovector, this reflec-
tion constrains the angular momentum distribution to be in-
variant under the transformations p→− p and PE→
−PE. Averaging Eq. 9 over this reflection, we obtain the
recoil-frame detection probability for photofragments from
the photodissociation of nonchiral molecules,
Iaq
ki = 1 + 2C0
2iC0
2	1 + 
even k
2J
ska0
kiC0
kp
 + 4 
even k
2J
sk Rea1
kiC1
2iC1
2C1
kpcos i cos PE
− 4 
odd k
2J
sk Ima1
kiC1
2iC1
2C1
kpcos i sin PE + 4
k
2J
sk Rea2
kiC2
2iC2
2C2
kpcos 2i cos 2PE, 10
where the summations over k begin at 2, except for the third
summation over odd k which begins at 1. In contrast to Eq.
9, notice that no terms in Eq. 10 violate inversion sym-
metry. In future work, we will show how sensitivity to some
of these parameters can be attained using circularly polarized
photolysis light the a0
ki with odd k, the Rea1ki with odd
k, and the Ima1ki with even k; the other parameters that
vanished from Eq. 9 can only be observed from the photo-
dissociation of chiral molecules.
Equations 9 and 10 are important results, as they
show how the sensitivity to the aq
ki parameters depends on
the angles i and i the polar angles of i in the recoil
frame. The sensitivity dependence is best seen by renormal-
izing Eq. 10 to the photofragment population for a given
scattering angle , which is 1+2C0
2iC0
2. Then, we see
that the sensitivity to the aq
ki parameters with q=0 is inde-
pendent of i and i whereas the sensitivity to the aq
ki
parameters with q=1 or q=2 is proportional to
Cq
2iCq
2cos qi / 1+2C0
2iC0
2; thus we see that the
sensitivity to the aq
ki parameters is very small for i0° or
90° for q=1, or for i0° for q=2 as expected for a tran-
sition that is parallel i=0° or perpendicular i=90°.
These results are strongly analogous to the sensitivities to the
Aq
kstf in bimolecular scattering in photoloc experiments,83 as
the methods of derivation have strong similarities.
It is also worth noticing that the sensitivity to each of the
aq
ki parameters is proportional to cos qi. For q=0, there is,
of course, no detection sensitivity dependence on i; how-
ever, for q=1 and q=2 the sensitivity dependences are cos i
and cos 2i, respectively. Note that i is the azimuthal angle
between i and d about v, and that this angle can be strongly
determined by nonaxial recoil dynamics. The sensitivity to
q=1 parameters vanishes at i=90° see Fig. 4, and the
sensitivity to q=2 parameters vanishes at i=45°; therefore
the measurement of large values of q=1 or q=2 parameters
sets constraints on the value of i and gives information on
the symmetry of the excited state i and on the directionality
of nonaxial recoil of the photofragments. For example, let us
consider the photodissociation of a triatomic molecule, such
as OCS or NO2, via the A excited state for which A is
perpendicular to the molecular plane at the time of absorp-
tion of the photodissociating photon. If the photofragment
recoil velocity remains in this plane such that A is perpen-
dicular to the v-d plane, then A=90°, in which case the
sensitivity to the q=1 aq
kA parameters vanishes as a re-
minder we note that these q=1 parameters are the Rea1k for
even k and the Ima1k for odd k. However, large values of
q=1 parameters have been measured from the photodissocia-
tion of OCS.56–59 In these cases, we can conclude that the
measured q=1 aq
k parameters are not being produced by ex-
citation to the A state, followed by in-plane recoil. Possible
explanations include out-of-plane recoil dynamics following
A excitation or in-plane recoil dynamics following A ex-
citation; contributions from the interference of multiple ex-
cited states are possible and discussed below.
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B. Multiple surface dissociation
Next, we consider coherent and incoherent effects from
photodissociation via two dissociative states, A and B, with
transition dipole moments A and B, which have molecular
frame coordinates A ,A and B ,B, respectively see
Fig. 2. The total transition dipole moment T is expressed
as a weighted average of A and B, given by T=cAA
+cBB. The product of the absorption probability T ·E2
with the detection probability Daq
ks, integrated over all
molecular geometries, is given by
Iaq
k =
3
20
2
cA
2 A · E2Daq
kA
+ cB
2 B · E2Daq
kB + 2cAcBA · E
B · EDaq
kA,Bd	 . 11
We note that since both the A and B states are excited with
linearly polarized light, the phase difference is initially 0 so
that we can choose cA and cB to be both real.
Equation 11 is evaluated, following similar steps as
those shown from Eqs. 5–8, 9a, 9b, and 10. The
resulting detection probability expression in the recoil frame,
for linearly polarized photolysis light, and for nonchiral mol-
ecules, is then given by
Iaq
k = cA
2Iaq
kA + cB
2Iaq
kB + 2cAcBcos AB + 3 cos A cos B − cos ABP2cos  
k even
2J
a0
kA,BC0
kp
+ 3sin A cos B cos A + sin B cos A cos Bsin  cos  
even k
2J
sk Rea1
kA,BC1
kpcos PE
− 
odd k
2J
sk Ima1
kA,BC1
kpsin PE + 	32sin A sin B cosA + Bsin2 

  
even k
2J
sk Rea2
kA,BC2
kpcos 2PE − 
odd k
2J
sk Ima2
kA,BC2
kpsin 2PE , 12
where Iaq
kA and Iaq
kB are given by Eq. 10 with
i=A and B, respectively, cA
2 +cB
2
=1, and AB is the angle be-
tween the dipole moments A and B, with molecular frame
coordinates A ,A and B ,B, respectively, and is given
by
cos AB = cos A cos B + sin A sin B cosA − B .
13
We return to the example of the photodissociation of a
triatomic molecule, such as OCS, where we discussed the
geometric dependence of the q=1 parameters arising from
single-surface photodissociation. Here we discuss compo-
nents of the q=1 parameters that arise from dissociation fol-
lowing the coherent excitation of the A and B dissociative
states; we see from Eq. 12 that the q=1 parameters are
proportional to the geometric factor sin A cos B cos A
+sin B cos A cos B. Let us consider excitation via the A
state, for which A is perpendicular to the OCS plane at the
time of absorption of the photodissociating photon, and an
A state for which A is initially parallel to the OCS plane.
FIG. 4. a Photodissociation of a triatomic molecule is shown with v, d,
and i all in the same plane. Reflection through the v-i plane leaves the
molecule and J distribution unchanged. b Photodissociation of a tri-
atomic molecule is now shown with i perpendicular to the v-d plane. In
this case, reflection through the v-i plane produces a photodissociating
molecule that shares v and i, but a different d and an inverted J. The
averaging of these two, equally likely, molecular geometries for isotropic
parent molecules causes the q=1 parameters to vanish.
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If we assume that the recoil v remains in this molecular
plane, then the A and A coordinates are given by A
=90° , A=90° and A= , A=0°, respectively. For
these values, the sensitivity factor to the aq
kA ,B parameters
vanishes: sin A cos A cos A+sin A cos A cos A
=0. This is a very interesting result, as it says that q=1
parameters cannot arise from A state excitation, either di-
rectly single-state excitation or via interference with an-
other state two-state excitation, if the photofragment recoil
v remains in the molecular plane.
C. General description of photofragment polarization
Comparing the single-state dissociation expression of
Eq. 10 with the two-state dissociation expression of Eq.
12, we see both can be expressed conveniently into the
general form,
I = 1 + cC0
2 + s1 ImA1
1C1
1pC1
2sin PE + s2A0
2isoC0
2p + A0
2anisoC0
2pC0
2 + ReA1
2C1
2pC1
2cos PE
+ ReA2
2C2
2pC2
2cos 2PE + s3ImA1
3C1
3pC1
2sin PE + ReA2
3C2
3pC2
2cos 2PE + s4A0
4isoC0
4p
+ A0
4anisoC0
4pC0
2 + ReA1
4C1
4pC1
2cos PE + ReA2
4C2
4pC2
2cos 2PE . 14
We emphasize that the Aq
k parameters are polarization-
parameter coefficients in the general molecule-frame expan-
sion of Eq. 14. Although they can have a distinct physical
interpretation within limits of approximations such as the
URD approximation, they are not multipole moments of the
photofragment angular momentum distribution. Note that the
terms in Eq. 14 form a complete basis up to k=4 for the
description of experimental photofragment polarization sig-
nals for the one-photon photodissociation of molecules of
any achiral symmetry, using a detection scheme that is sen-
sitive to Aq
k parameters up to k=4 such as 2+n REMPI or
LIF, where the second step is not polarization sensitive. This
Aq
k parameter expansion is functionally equivalent although
in somewhat different form to the bipolar moment expan-
sion used by Dixon,3 in that both expansions form a com-
plete basis set. Below, however, we give interpretations of
the Aq
k in terms of molecular frame geometric factors and
dynamics parameters. For simplicity, in Eq. 14, the sum-
mation over k has been evaluated explicitly up to k=4 terms
higher than k=4 have never been yet measured; however
generalization to higher k is straightforward. Notice that the
ReAq
k with odd k and the ImAq
k with even k are absent
here with linearly polarized photolysis light; they are present
only for circularly polarized photolysis light or for chiral
molecules.
The interpretation of the measured Aq
k parameters is
given for single-state and multiple-state dissociations within
the URD approximation.
a For the photodissociation of nonchiral molecules not
limited by axial recoil via a single dissociative state, 
and the Aq
k are given by comparing Eqs. 10 and 14,
 = 2C0
2i , 15a
A0
kiso = a0
ki , 15b
A0
kaniso = 2C0
2ia0
ki , 15c
Aq
k
= − 1kq4gCq
2icos qiaq
ki . 15d
b For photodissociation via two dissociative states A and
B,  and the Aq
k parameters are given by comparing
Eqs. 12 and 14 note that cA
2 +cB
2
=1,
 = 2cA
2C0
2A + cB
2C0
2B , 16a
A0
kiso = cA
2a0
kA + cB
2a0
kB + 2cAcB cos AB a0
kA,B ,
16b
A0
kaniso = 2cA
2C0
2Aa0
kA + cB
2C0
2Ba0
kB
+ cAcB3 cos A cos B − cos ABa0
kA,B ,
16c
A1
k
= − 1k2g6cA2 sin A cos A cos Aa1kA
+ cB
2 sin B cos B cos Ba1
kB
− cAcBsin A cos B cos A
+ sin B cos A cos Ba1
kA,B , 16d
ReA2
k = g6cA2 sin2 A cos 2A Rea2kA
+ cB
2 sin2 B cos 2B Rea2
kB
+ 2cAcB sin A sin B cosA
+ B Rea2
kA,B . 16e
For diatomic, spherical top, and symmetric top molecules in
the axial recoil limit, g=2, i=0, and i=0 or  /2 then Eq.
16 reduces to the cases given in Refs. 12 and 84. For
asymmetric top molecules, i and i can take on any value,
and g=1; in this case, the reduction in the Aq
k by 12cos qi
arises from the fact that the angle between the -v and v-E
planes can take on all the values from 0 to 2, whereas for
the axial recoil photodissociation of diatomic, symmetric top,
or spherical top molecules the -v and v-E planes are al-
ways parallel.
We can see that if the ratio of A0
kaniso /A0
kiso is given
by , as is the case for Eqs. 15b and 15c, then the data are
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consistent with a single dissociative surface as is the case
for Eqs. 16b and 16c, if either cA or cB are 0. This test
can be used to see whether a single surface suffices to ex-
plain measured photofragment angular momentum distribu-
tions.
We note that the parameters aq
kA ,B, as interference
terms, are proportional to eiAB, where AB is the
asymptotic phase shift between the dissociating wavefunc-
tions associated with states A and B. Therefore, the
Reaq
kA ,B parameters are proportional to cos AB and
the Imaq
kA ,B parameters are proportional to sin AB.
D. Transformation from the molecular to the
laboratory frame
Figure 5 shows the laboratory-frame coordinates of the
recoil velocity v, with respect to the photolysis and probe
laser polarization directions E and P, respectively. The
Z-axis is parallel to the detection axis e.g., the time-of-flight
TOF axis of a mass spectrometer, and the Y-axis is defined
by ZE see Fig. 5. The expressions for the polar angles in
the molecular frame,  and p, in terms of the laboratory-
frame angles are given by8,83
cos  = cos  cos E + sin  sin E cos  , 17a
cos p = cos  cos P + sin  sin P cos −PE , 17b
and expressions for trigonometric functions of the molecular
frame azimuthal angles, cos PE and sin PE, in terms of the
laboratory-frame angles are given by
cos PE = sin2  cos E cos P + sin E sin P cos PE
− sin  cos sin P cos E cos −
+ sin E cos P cos  − sin2  sin E sin P
cos −cos /sin  sin p , 18a
sin PE = cos  sin E sin P sin PE
− sin sin P cos E sinPE −
+ sin E cos P sin /sin  sin p . 18b
Inserting Eqs. 17 and 18 in the molecular frame expres-
sions, such as Eq. 14, gives the full three-dimensional
laboratory-frame photofragment angular momentum distri-
bution. Methods for collapsing the full three-dimensional
distribution to projections in one dimension such as TOF or
Doppler profiles or two dimensions such as ion imaging
are given in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 in Ref. 8. Calculations of the
angular momentum distribution in the laboratory frame are
performed in Appendix B, which show how Eqs. 14, 17,
and 18 can be used straightforwardly.
E. Detection sensitivity factors and a0k physical
ranges
The experimental sensitivity to the Aq
k ignoring geo-
metrical factors is determined by the nature of the photo-
fragment detection transition.85,86 The most commonly used
detection scheme is 2+1 REMPI.87 For this case, the Aq
k
detection sensitivity factors sk are given by
sk = Pk
JJ + 1k/22k + 12J + 1
ckJJkJ
, 19
where the reduced matrix elements JJkJ are given in
Application 13 in Ref. 13, the ck are given in Ref. 14, and
expressions for the Pk are given in Ref. 88. For convenience,
Eq. 19 has been evaluated for k=1–4 and for all J rang-
ing from 2 to +2 J=J−J, where J and J are the inter-
mediate and ground state angular momentum quantum num-
bers of the photofragment, respectively. These explicit
expressions for the sk are shown in Table I, for both linearly
and circularly polarized probe light. For the case of the J
=0 transition with linearly polarized probe light, the value of
the sk is not generally correct, as it is necessary to sum over
the virtual states of the two-photon transition;88 therefore,
these particular transitions should be used only if the value
of the sk has been calculated specifically to the case in hand,
or calibrated experimentally. We suggest avoiding these
cases, if possible.
In the high-J limit, the values of the a0
k parameters are
expressed straightforwardly in terms of the projection of J
along the z axis, which is cos  proportional to the M quan-
tum number. In terms of the expectation value of the kth
Legendre polynomial,
a0
k
= 1 + k2Pkcos  , 20
where cos =M /JJ+1 notice that there is an extra pref-
actor of 2 for k=2 only. However, for low values of J, the
values of the a0
k depart from those predicted by Eq. 20. The
relationship between the density matrix elements MM and
aq
k is given elsewhere,13,14 from which we derive the exact
relation between the a0k and cos ,
a0
1
= P1cos  , 21a
a0
2
= 2P2cos  , 21b
FIG. 5. Polar coordinates of the photofragment recoil v, the photolysis E,
and probe P polarization directions in the laboratory frame. The detection
axis defines Z e.g., Z is the direction of the probe beam in Doppler spec-
troscopy, or Z points toward the microchannel plate detector in TOF mass
spectrometry or velocity map imaging. Vectors are given in terms of polar
coordinates  , where  is the polar angle angle from the Z axis and 
is the azimuthal angle with respect to the plane defined by E and Z. In this
diagram, the photolysis vector E is limited to linear polarization and repre-
sents the axis of the linear polarization of the light i.e., the electric field
vector. Note that for linearly polarized probe light, the vector P is defined
by the axis of the linear polarization the electric field vector, whereas for
circularly polarized probe light P is defined as the direction of the circularly
polarized beam.
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a0
3
= P3cos  +
1
2 cos 
JJ + 1
, 21c
a0
4
= P4cos  +
25
8 cos
2  − 34
JJ + 1
, 21d
a0
5
= P5cos  +
45
8 cos
3  − 74 cos 
JJ + 1
, 21e
a0
6
= P6cos  +
165
16 cos
4  − 321112cos
2  − 514
JJ + 1
. 21f
Equation 21 shows how the values of the a0
k depart from
the high-J limit of Eq. 20, for k=1–6. We see that, for k
=1 and k=2, the low and high-J expressions are exactly
equal; deviations occur only for k2; notice that as J tends
to infinity, Eq. 21 tends to Eq. 20. Equation 21 can be
used to determine the physical ranges of the a0k as a function
of J see Appendix A.
III. SUMMARY
We presented an expansion Eq. 14 which can be used
to fit experimental photofragment polarization signals from
the photodissociation of molecules with linearly polarized
light. It is equivalent to the bipolar moment expansion3 and
is thus completely general the terms can be expressed as
linear combinations of bipolar harmonics, and the coeffi-
cients are the Aq
k parameters, which can also be expressed as
linear combinations of bipolar moments. However, the Aq
k
parameters have a distinct physical interpretation; assuming
the URD approximation, the Aq
k are expressed in terms of
molecular frame aq
ks parameters describing the photodis-
sociation dynamics and also in terms of geometrical factors,
which depend on the coordinates of the transition dipole mo-
ments in the recoil frame e.g., the coordinates of A and B
are given by A ,A and B ,B. We thus separate the
geometrical part of the photodissociation process from the
dynamical part and detail this separation for the cases of
molecular photodissociation via optical excitation to a single
electronic state Eq. 15, and via coherent excitation to two
electronic states Eq. 16.
We demonstrate that the condition A0kaniso /A0kiso
= where  is the spatial anisotropy parameter given in Eq.
1 is an indication that the dynamics can be explained by a
single dissociative state. We show that aq
ks parameters, with
q=1, can arise either from single-surface or multiple-
surface-interference mechanisms whereas for diatomic mol-
ecules in the axial recoil limit, nonzero values of a1
kp pa-
rameters can only arise from multiple-surface interference.
We show that the a1
ks can be expressed as sums of terms
which are proportional to cos i where i is the azimuthal
angle between i and d about v, and therefore the a1ks
parameters are nonzero only for components of the transition
dipole moments within the v-d plane of the recoil frame.
The aq
ks parameter formalism described here has re-
cently been extended to the description of photofragment
polarization from single-surface excitation of oriented and
aligned molecules.89 Future work will extend the treatment
to circularly polarized photolysis light, to multiple-surface
excitation in oriented molecules, to rotating parent mol-
ecules, and to the breakdown of the URD approximation.
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TABLE I. The detection sensitivity factors sk for 2+n REMPI, where the detection step is saturated, tabulated
for k=1, 2, 3, and 4, and for J=−2,−1,0 ,+1, and +2. J is the photofragment angular momentum, J=J
−J, where J is the angular momentum of the intermediate state of the REMPI transition, and  denotes the
polarization of the probe laser =0 for linearly polarized light, and =1 for  circularly polarized probe
light. The sk are calculated using Eq. 19. The J=0 transitions with linearly polarized probe light =0
should be used with care see text for details.
J s1J ,J , s2J ,J , s3J ,J , s4J ,J ,
2
− 2
J + 1
JJ + 1
−
10
7
J + 1
2J − 1
− 1
− 
J + 1JJ + 1
J − 12J − 1
+
12
7
JJ + 126−
J − 12J − 12J − 3
1
− 
J + 3
JJ + 1
+
5
7
J − 5
2J − 1
− 1 + 2
J − 2JJ + 1
J − 12J − 1
−
24
7
JJ + 16−
J − 12J − 1
0
− 3
1
JJ + 1
−
5
7
2J − 32J + 5
2J − 12J + 3
− 1 + 12
JJ + 1
2J − 12J + 3
+
72
7
JJ + 16−
2J − 12J + 3
+1 + 
J − 2
JJ + 1
+
5
7
J + 6
2J + 3
− 1
− 2
J + 3JJ + 1
J + 22J + 3
−
24
7
JJ + 16−
J + 22J + 3
+2 + 
2J
JJ + 1
−
10
7
J
2J + 3
− 1 + 
JJJ + 1
J + 22J + 3 +
12
7
J2J + 16−
J + 22J + 32J + 5
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APPENDIX A: THE a0k FOR EACH M STATE OF J=3
We show, quantitatively, the difference between Eqs.
20 and 21 in Table II, by tabulating the values of the a0k
for each M state, for J=3, and comparing to the high-J limit
of Pkcos . As expected, the deviations become larger
with k. Summing over M shows that the low-J expressions
sum to 0 as they should, whereas the high-J values of
Pkcos  do not note that this test is useful for even k
only; for odd k the cancellation occurs between values of +M
and −M. Equation 21 can be used to calculate the physical
limits of the a0
k parameters. For example, for J=3, we can
inspect Table II to see for which values of M each a0k param-
eter attains its maximal or minimal value, which define the
physical limits. In particular, we see that, for J=3, the physi-
cal ranges of the a0
k parameters are 0.208a0
6−0.342,
0.347a0
5−0.223, 0.313a0
4−0.365, 0.361a03
−0.361, 1.25a02−1, and 0.866a01−0.866.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF LABORATORY-
FRAME DISTRIBUTIONS
In this appendix, we present sample calculations of
laboratory-frame distributions and consider two cases: 1
Doppler detection using 1+1 LIF and 2 slice imaging using
2+1 REMPI.
1. Doppler detection using 1+1 LIF
We consider the Doppler detection of photofragments
using 1+1 LIF so that k is limited to 2. The photolysis and
probe lasers counter-propagate along the Z-axis. For this ge-
ometry, both the photolysis and probe laser polarizations are
perpendicular to the Z-axis E=90° and P=90°, and we will
consider the dependence of the signal on the azimuthal angle
between the probe and photolysis laser polarizations about
the Z-axis PE see Fig. 6a. Inserting the values of E
=90° and P=90° into Eqs. 17 and 18 we obtain
cos  = sin  cos  , B1a
cos p = sin  cos −PE , B1b
cos PE = cos PE − sin2  cos −cos /
sin  sin p , B1c
sin PE = cos  sin PE/sin  sin p . B1d
These values are inserted into Eq. 14 to give the laboratory
intensity distribution. As described by Eq. 10 in Ref. 8, we
integrate over  from 0 to 2 to give the Doppler intensity
distribution,
TABLE II. Tabulation of the values of the a0k parameters k=1–6, calculated for J=3, and for each M state, and compared to the high-J limit of Pkcos ,
showing the low-J deviation note that for a01 and a02, there is no deviation between the high- and low-J limits, as shown in Eq. 21. Summing over M-states
gives 0 for the a0k parameters, but not for the Pkcos  with even k for k2.
Moment J=3,M a01= P1cos  a02=2P2cos  a03 P3cos  a04 P4cos  a05 P5cos  a06 P6cos 
3 0.866 1.25 0.361 0.325 0.156 0.023 0.045 0.223 0.100 0.374
2 0.577 0 0.361 0.385 0.365 0.389 0.090 0.096 0.208 0.222
1 0.289 0.75 0.361 0.373 0.052 0.093 0.316 0.347 0.062 0.106
0 0 1 0 0 0.313 0.375 0 0 0.342 0.313
+1 0.289 0.75 0.361 0.373 0.052 0.093 0.316 0.347 0.062 0.106
+2 0.577 0 0.361 0.385 0.365 0.389 0.090 0.096 0.208 0.222
+3 0.866 1.25 0.361 0.325 0.156 0.023 0.045 0.223 0.100 0.374
Sum 0 0 0 0 0 0.171 0 0 0 0.405
FIG. 6. The experimental geometries, discussed in Appendix B: a photoly-
sis and probe lasers counterpropagating along the Z axis Doppler detection
axis, both linearly polarized. Necessarily, both laser linear polarization di-
rections are perpendicular to the Z axis, whereas the azimuthal angle be-
tween the polarization directions is PE. b The photolysis and probe laser
are both perpendicular to each other and to the Z axis which here is the
TOF axis of a slice-imaging detector. The photolysis laser is linearly po-
larized and set at an angle of 45° to the Z axis. The probe laser is circularly
polarized, therefore the polarization direction is parallel to the propagation
direction and is perpendicular to Z P=90° but in the same plane with Z
and E.
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Ix = 	1 + s220A02aniso + ReA12 + ReA22
1 + 3 cos 2PE
 + 	12 − s22 A02iso
+
s2
56
2A0
2aniso + ReA1
2 − 2 ReA2
2
1 − 3 cos 2PE
P2x + 	 3s22806A02aniso
− 4 ReA1
2 + ReA2
22 + cos 2PE
P4x , B2
where x=cos  is the normalized Doppler shift.3 When the
probe and photolysis laser polarizations are parallel or per-
pendicular, PE=0° or 90°, respectively. Notice that PE can
be chosen to set the anisotropic components of the alignment
to zero for the P0x and the P2x coefficients at
cos 2PE=−1 /3 and +1 /3, respectively. Methods for
inverting polarization parameters from Doppler laboratory
distributions are given elsewhere.3,90–93
2. Slice imaging using 2+1 REMPI
We consider the slice-imaging of Cl2P3/2 photofrag-
ments, detected with 2+1 REMPI via the 3s23p44p 2P1/2
←3s23p5 2P3/2 transition described by J=−1 with circu-
larly polarized probe light so that s1=−9 /15, s2=+5 /4, and
s3=−15 /2 from Table I. The photolysis laser propagates
along the laboratory Y-axis with the laser polarization in the
X-Z plane, described by E=45° see Fig. 6b. The probe
laser is circularly polarized the polarization direction is par-
allel to the propagation direction so that P=90° and PE
=0°. For slice imaging, =90°. Therefore, using Eqs. 17
and 18 we obtain
cos  =
1
2cos  , B3a
cos p = cos  , B3b
cos PE =
1
2sin
2 /sin  sin p , B3c
sin PE =
1
2sin /sin  sin p . B3d
Equation B3 is inserted into Eq. 14, which yields the
laboratory angular distribution, as a function of the angle 
the polar angle of the image. Notice that cos PE and
sin PE are both inversely proportional to sin  sin p, and
that these factors always cancel when inserted in Eq. 14 so
they never need to be evaluated. After factoring the resulting
terms, the laboratory distribution can be expressed as
I = 	1 − 14 + 140s24A02aniso + 4 ReA12 − ReA22

+ 	12 + s2A02iso − 156s26A02aniso − 4 ReA12
+ ReA2
2
P2cos  + 	 170s218A02aniso
− 12 ReA2
2 + 3 ReA2
2
P4cos  	34 s1 ImA11
+
1
82s3 ImA1
35 cos  − 1
sin  cos  , B4
where the  in the last term corresponds to the use of 
circularly polarized probe light.
Equation B4 can be written in the form
I = I01 + 2P2cos  + 4P4cos  + 1 sin  cos 
+ 35 cos2  − 1sin  cos  B5
so that the four laboratory observables are 1, 2, 3, and 4,
which can be expressed in terms of the seven parameters in
Eq. B4. For the exact determination of  and the six Aq
k
parameters, data must be taken on a second detection transi-
tion which will change the values of the sk or using at least
two distinct laboratory geometries. The inversion of multiple
parameters from several experimental geometries is dis-
cussed elsewhere.35,57,59,84
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